Milton Harris Papers (MSS Harris)

The small Newspaper Clippings series augments the larger volume of clippings collected by Harris into the multiple scrapbooks itemized in Series 10 of the Harris Papers.

Box 5 Folder 20


"Fiber Experts Here." unknown publication, November 1946.

"Named to New Post in Textile Research." unknown publication, 1939.


Box 5 Folder 21

"At Textile Research Institute Parley." unknown publication, December 1938.

"Research Head Will Address N.C. Chemists." unknown publication, undated.

"Longer-Wear[ing] Cotton For[ever]." unknown publication, undated.

"17 D.C. Chemists Among '100 Best'." unknown publication, undated.

"Wool." unknown publication, undated.


"Directors." Unknown Newspaper, undated.


"Mrs. Stern's Volunteerism Recalled in Gift." Memphis Press-Scimitar, undated.